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Abstract

Monads and comonads are important in functional programming as a mod
ularization tool in language semantics, but also as a program structuring de
vice, especially in generic programming. In this paper, we study monads and
comonads arising from inductive and coinductive types, aiming at generic pro
gramming applications. It is known that the types of trees with variables and
also the types of cotrees with variables of a fixed branching factor give rise to
a monad. We show that the same is more generally true of both the induc
tive and coinductive types given by the partial applications F’(A, —) of any
bifunctor F’ whose partial applications F’ ( —, X) uniformly admit a monad
structure. Dual constructions deliver comonads.
Keywords: monads, comonads, inductive and coinductive types, recur
sion and corecursion schemes, trees and cotrees, substitution, redecoration,
functional programming, genericity
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Introduction

The developments in both language design and programming methodology for func
tional programming have repeatedly demonstrated the usefulness of category-theory
insights in the construction and organization of programming idioms. Initial algebras
and final coalgebras, to give an example, are a succinct and very general mathema
tization of the ideas of inductive and coinductive types. The legitimacy of various
structured recursion and corecursion schemes (circular definition schemes for func
tions with inductive domains and coinductive codomains) is conveniently checked
category-theoretically. The central categorical notions of monad and comonad, to
give another example, are in several programming contexts useful as means for
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uncovering or imposing structure. Monads were originally introduced into program
ming by Moggi [Mog9i.] as a modularization tool in language semantics and then
quickly popularized by Wadler [Wad92] as a means to set up an infrastructure for
representing and manipulating computations with effects also in actual program
ming. Comonads, although not as popular as monads, have been employed, e.g., to
describe intensional semantics [BG92]. Kieburtz [Kie99] argues that comonads are
good as a framework for the representation and manipulation of computations in
context. Monads and comonads matter for inductive and coinductive types, too. It
is, for instance, possible to specify recursion and corecursion schemes by means of
comonads and monads equipped with distributive laws [UVPO1, BarOll.
In this paper, we study monads and comonads arising from inductive and coin
ductive types. It is folklore knowledge (which, as a matter of fact, forms the starting
point of the categorical approaches to universal algebra and representation and ma
nipulation of programming language syntax [Man76, Tur96, TP97J) that the types
of trees with variables of a fixed branching factor give rise to a monad with substi
tution as the extension operation. The equally plausible, but not so apparent fact
that the same holds of the types of cotrees (non-wellfounded trees) with variables
has been pointed out recently [AAVO1, MosOl, GO1]. We show that these two facts
dualize for the types of what we call decorated trees and decorated cotrees: these
determine comonads with redecoration as the coextension operation. Moreover,
both the constructions for trees and cotrees with variables and those for decorated
trees and cotrees are instances of significantly more general constructions: both the
inductive and coinductive types given by the partial applications F’(A, —) of any bi
functor F’ whose partial applications F’(—, X) uniformly admit a monad structure
give rise to a monad, and a dual statement holds about comonads. Written down
as programs, the constructions present an elegant example of seriously generic pro
gramming involving, among other things, generic uses of different generic recursion
and corecursion combinators.
The paper may be seen as a successor to {UV99, VenOO, UVPO1], which are all
concerned with recursion and corecursion schemes. A discussion of decorated trees
and cotrees appears in a related,paper [UVO1].
The organization of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we introduce the
concepts of monad and comonad. In Section 3, we outline the basics about the
categorical approach to inductive and coinductive types as initial algebras and final
coalgebras. The tree and cotree (co)monad constructions are presented in Section
4, to be followed by the generalized constructions of general inductive and coinduc
tive (co)monads in Section 5. In Section 6, we conclude. Appendix A contains a
demonstration of a Haskell implementation of the generalized constructions.
Though motivated by issues in language design and programming methodology,
the material of the paper is basically category-theoretic. We have therefore striven
for a self-contained and elementary exposition, suppressing some abstractions that
would have added conciseness, but at the expense of indirection of the connection
to the concrete concepts and facts of interest. The reader is assumed to know
the concepts of functor and natural transformation and the basics of the categor
ical approach to functional programming (i.e., the types-as-objects, functions-as
morphisms paradigm), md. the highly relevant notions of coproduct, product and
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exponential objects which constitute the structure of a bicartesian closed category.
The more specific concepts of initial algebra and final coalgebra and monad and
comonad are briefly introduced. For a good introduction to initial algebras and
final coalgebras from the programming perspective and to the categorical approach
to functional programming in general, we refer the reader to [Fok92, BdM97J. The
classic category-theory texts treating (co)monads are [Man76, BW84].
The notation used is fairly standard. The coproduct of objects A and B is written
(A + B, inIA,B, inrA,B), the case analysis off : A —+ C, g: B —+ C is denoted [f, g].
The product of objects A and B is denoted (A x B, fstA,B, sndA,B), the pairing of
f : C —* A and g : C —* B is (f, g). The final object is denoted 1 and the final
The exponential object “A raised to the power of B”
morphism from C is
is written (B = A, evB,A) and the currying of a morphism f : C x B —+ A is
written curry(f). unit is the natural transformation — —+ — x 1, assoc is the natural
transformation (—i x —2) X
— 1 x (—2 X
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2.1

Monads

A monad on a category C is a triple (M, , p) consisting of an endofunctor M on C
(underlying functor), and two natural transformations : Id -4 M, ,u : M• M -4 M
(unit and multiplication) such that
MA

M71A

71MA

M(MA)

M(MA)
,ILA

hA

MA

M M(MA)
M(M(MA))
ILMAI

M(MA)

ILA

MA

Monads are equivalent to Kleisli triples. A Kleisli triple on C is a triple (M, , —)
consisting of an endofunction M on Cl (underlying object mapping), a cl-indexed
taking every morphism
family i of morphisms 7
1A : A —* MA, and an operation
f*
:
MA
—÷
MB
(extension
such that f*oA =
morphism
off)
f : A —* MB to a
(g*
f)*
= g*
f*.
A monad is converted into
if f : A —* MB, j = idMA, and
f*
o
Mf, if f : A —* MB. For conversion in the
a Kleisli triple by putting
=
f)*, if f: A —* B, and 1
opposite direction, one sets Mf
(iB
UA = idA.
Some simple, but popular and important examples of monad constructions are
the following.
_*

• Given an object E in C, the endofunctor M = — + E on C is extended into a
monad (M,ij) by setting T
1A = inIA,E, 1
A = [idMA,inrA,E].
• Given an object E in C, the endofunctor M = E = — on C is extended
into a monad (M, , ji) by setting T
1A = curry(fstA,E), ILA = curry(evE,A °
(eVE,MA, sndM(MA),E)).
• Given a monoid (E, e, m) in C, the endofunctor M = — x E on C is extended
into a monad (M,iu) by setting T
1A = (idA x e) o uflitA, ILA = (kIA x m) o
aSSOCA,E,E.
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2.2

Comonads

A comonad on a category C consists of an endofunctor N on C, and two natural
transformations : N -4 Id, S : N -4 N N (counit and comultiplication) such that,
for any object A,
N(NA)

NEA

6A1
NA

N(NA)

NA
lENA

A

NJA

IONA

oAt

N(NA)

N(N(NA))

A

NA

>N(NA)

Comonads are essentially the same as coKleisli triples. A coKleisli triple on C is a
triple (N, e, _t) consisting of an endofunction N on Cl (underlying object mapping),
a Cl-indexed family of morphisms 6
taking every
A : NA —* A, and an operation
morphism f : NA —* B to a morphism ft : NB —* NA (coextension of f) such
that Boft = f, iff : NA—÷ B, EA = IdNA, and (goft)t = gtoft. Acomonad
is converted into a coKleisli triple by putting ft = Nf o 6
A, if f : NA —* B. For
conversion in the opposite direction, one sets Nf = (f o EA), if f : A —* B, and
—

=

dNAt.

The the simplest examples of comonads with relevance to programming are the
following:
• Given an object E in C, the endofunctor N
comonad (N, E, 5) by settingeA = fstA,E, 5
A

=
=

x E on C is extended into a
(idNA, sndA,E).

—

• Given a monoid (E, e, m) in C, the endofunctor N = E = — on C is extended
into a comonad (N,E,S) by setting EA = eVNA,E ° (idv x e) 0 UflItNA, 6
A
curry (curry(evNA,E o(idNA x m) 0 ass0cNA,E,E)).

3

Inductive and coinductive types and functors

Given an endofunctor F on a category C, an F-algebra is a pair (A, ) consisting of
an object A (underlying object or carrier) and a morphism ço : FA —* A (algebra
structure). An F-algebra map from (A, cc) to (B, ‘‘‘) is a morphism ii : A —+ B such
that
FA
A

Fh

FB

hB

An F-coalgebra, dually, is a pair (A, c) consisting of an object A (underlying object
or carrier) and a morphism cc : A —* FA (coalgebra structure). An F-coalgebra map
from (A, cc) to (B, ) is a morphism h: A —÷ B such that
FA FhFB
A

hB
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Both the F-algebras and the F-coalgebras form a category (with identity and com
position inherited from C).
The initial object of the category of F-algebras (if it exists) is called the initial Falgebra, written (HF, rnF). Under the view of C as a category of types, it is exactly
what type theorists and functional programmers call the F-based inductive type
(data type), together with the accompanying data constructor. By the initiality, for
iF —+ A such that
any morphism : FA —4 A, there exists a unique morphism h : 1
F(tF)

Fh

FA

II1F,

jF

hA

This h is often called the catamorphism or fold of ço and denoted Jço F or foIdF().
Conceptually, h is the function determined by as a step function by the most basic
recursion scheme of iteration.
It is also true that, for any morphism cp: F(A x iF) —* A, there exists a unique
morphism h : uF — A such that
F(jiF)F1(A

x F)

‘F

h

This h, sometimes called the paramorphism of and written I , is the function
determined by ço by primitive recursion. By its “direct” expressive power, primitive
recursion is stronger than iteration. With the help of “tupling”, however, it is
: F(A x tF) —* A, it holds that j
easily reduced to iteration: for any
=
°
o
FsndA,F)
fstA,,LF J (, 11
F
IF.
1 = ci FinF lF
The initial algebra structure 1
F is an isomorphism with inver’se in
pF —* FpF, the data destructor for tF. Hence, F carries not only an algebra
structure, but a coalgebra structure, too.
The final object in the category of F-coalgebras (if it exists) is called the fi
nal F-coalgebra and denoted (tiP’, OUtF). If C is a category of types, then the final
F-coalgebra is the F-based coinductive type (codata type), together with its accom
panying codata destructor.
: A —* FA, there exists a unique morphism h : A —* tiF
For any morphism
such that
FA

FhF(F)

71

hF

A

10Lt

and written
This h, commonly called the anamorphism or unfold of
unfoIdF(), represents the function produced from by coiteration.
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For any morphism
such that

: A

— F(A + tiF),
F(A +

fh,id,F1

çO

A

there is a unique morphism h : A

—+

vF

F(vF)
OUtF

h

This morphism h, which stands for the function determined by
by primitive
corecursion, is referred to as the apomorphism of
and written [( )]p’. Primi
tive corecursion is reduced to coiteration with recourse to “varianting”: for any
A —+ F(A + vF), it is the case that
°
0 OUtF I
= [[v, Finr,
The final coalgebra structure OUtF is an isomorphism with inverse out’ = FoutFJp
F(iiF) —* ziF, the codata constructor for vF.
Some popular examples of inductive and coinductive types include the following:
• Let N be the endofunctor 1 + — on C. Then the objects pN and vN of C are
the types of naturals and conaturals (naturals plus “infinity”).
• For an object E of C, let LE be the endofunctor 1 + E x — on C. Then LLE
and ZILE are the types of lists and colists (possibly infinite lists) over E.
Given an endobifunctor F’ on C, the initial algebras and final coalgebras of its
partial applications F’(A, —) (if they all exist) are most economically studied as
families. The initial algebras for F’(A, —) give rise to an endofunctor fF’ on C
defined by (
2F’)A = p(F’(A, —)), (
1
2F’)f = I Iflp’ç,— 0 F’(f, id(F’)B) F’(A,—), if
1
f : A —* B. They also determine a natural isomorphism IF’ : F’• (Id, jF’) —p
2F’ given by (InFI)A = flF’(A,—). Dually, the final coalgebras for F’(A, —) deter
1
mine an endofunctor uiF’ on C defined by (I)F’)A = v(F’(A, —)) and (uiF’)f =
[(F’(f, id((F’)A) 0 OUtF’(A,_) )]F’(B,—), if f : A —* B, and a natural isomorphism
OUtFI : hF’ -4 F’. (Id, hF’) given by (OitF’)A = OUtF’(A,_). The functors /1F’ and hF’
are sometimes called the F’-given inductive functor (data functor) and coinductive
functor (codata functor).
We shall have use for the following examples of inductive and coinductive functors.
• Given an endofunctor H on C, let T” be the endobifunctor — + H—
2 on
(i,TH)A
(hTH)A
C. Then the objects
and and
of C represent the types of
H-branching trees and cotrees (non-weilfounded trees) with variables. [If H
is polynomial, H-branching trees with variables are (the syntax trees of) Hterms in the sense of universal algebra.] In category theory, the initial algebras
2T”)A, (ITH)A) are known as free H-algebras.
1
((
• Given an endofunctor H on C, let DF be the endobifunctor — x H—
2 on
(t,DH)A
(JiDH)A
C. Then the objects
and
capture the types of decorated
H-branching trees and cotrees (non-wellfounded trees). The final coalgebras
((hT’’)A, (oiItTu)A) bear the name of cofree H-coalgebras.
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4
4.1

Tree and cotree (co)monads
Tree and cotree monads

It is well known that, given a functor H, the types of H-branching trees with vari
ITH extends to a
ables give rise to a monad or, to be more precise, the functor 1
monad. To define this monad, write (M, a) for (JtTH, IflTH). Decompose the natural
isomorphism a : T” (Id, M) -4 M into two natural transformations j : Id -4 M
and : H M -4 M by letting i?A = aA ° IflIA,H(MA), TA = aA 0 inrA,H(MA), so that
The multiplication p : M• M -4 M
aA = [hA, TA]. The unit of the monad on M is
is defined by iteration: ,uA is the unique morphism h such that
.

MA + H(M(MAA+IhMA + H(MA)
cMA[T?MA,TMA]I

IhidMATA]

M(MA)

h

MA

Conceptually, 1
7A is the function that takes a variable from A and makes it into a
tree with variables from A, while 1
UA is a function that takes a tree with variables
from MA and “flattens” it into a tree with variables from A by replacing each of its
variables by the tree this variable constitutes. The extension f* : MA —+ MB of a
morphism A —* MB takes a tree over A and replaces all its variables with trees over
B using f as a guideline, producing a tree over B. Hence, f* is the substitution
function given by f as a substitution rule. Remarkably, several important properties
of substitution follow just from the monad laws for M.
It seems rather intuitive that, for cotrees with variables, it ought to be possible
to define something analogous to the flattening and substitution that exist for trees.
This is indeed the case: the functor i,TH also admits a monad structure and in a
T” [AAVO1, MosOl, GO1]. To define
good sense a very similar one to that on 1
it, write (M, a) for (t,TH, oüt). Decompose again a : TH. (Id, M) —* M into
ij: Id -4 M and r: H• M -4 M as before; i is the monad unit on M. Defining the
multiplication i : M M -4 M needs primitive corecursion (coiteration suffices only
in conjunction with “varianting” and yields then essentially the same definition in
a clumsier formulation): 1
A is defined as the unique morphism h such that
.

A + H(M(MA) +

MA)IdA+IdMAI

A + H(MA)

(A + H(M(MA) + MA)) + H(M(MA) + MA)
(idA+HinrM(MA)MA)+HnrM(MA)MA

I

(A + H(MA)) + H(M(MA))

1+idH(M(MA))I
MA + H(M(MA))

1

M(MA)

h

MA
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Notably, this description is equivalent to the more appealing one that constituted
2TH.
the iterative definition of ji in the case of M = 1

4.2

Tree and cotree comonads

2TH. It is
The functors 1
D” and EDH are the formal duals of the functors 1,TH and 1
therefore a matter of straightforward dualization to establish that they both admit
the structure of a comonad.
To define the comonad on DH, write (N,/3) for (JIDH, in,). Decompose the
natural isomorphism /3: N -4 DH. (Id, N) into two natural transformations e : N —*
Id and 6: N -4 H• N by setting 6
A and 6
3
A; the
3
A = fstA,H(NA) o/
A = sndA,H(NA) oI
counit of the comonad structure on N is e. The comultiplication 6: N —* N N is
defined by primitive recursion: 6
A is defined as the unique morphism h such that

A x H(NA)

idAxH(hidNA)A

x H(N(NA) x NA)

I

(A x H(N(NA) x NA)) x H(N(NA) x NA)
(id XHSndN(NA),NA)XHfStN(NA),NA

(A x H(NA)) x H(N(NA))
‘xidH(N(NA))

NA x H(N(NA))

NA

I

h

N(NA)

To define the comonad on z)D, write (N,13) for (1D”,oiJtDH). Decompose /3
N -4 D” (Id, N) into : N - Id and 6 : N —+ H• N as above; the counit is e. The
comultiplication 6: N -+ N• N is defined by coiteration: 6
A is the unique morphism
h such that
.

NA x H(NA)IdNAHX.A x H(N(NA))

(dNAOA)I
NA

t(ENA,ONA

h

)IJNA

>N(NA)

Importantly, the primitive corecursive definition of 6 in the case N = /‘LDH is also
equivalent to this description.
The comonads arising from the types of decorated (co)trees make good program
ming sense [UVO1], bearing relevance, e.g., for attribute grammars. The counit
EA takes an A-decorated tree and returns its decoration. The comultiplication 6
A
takes an A-decorated tree and “inflates” it into an NA-decorated tree by replacing
the A-decoration of each of its subtrees with this subtree itself. The coextension
ft : NA —+ NB of a morphism f: NA —+ B takes an A-decorated tree and replaces
the A-decoration of each of its subtrees by the B-decoration assigned to this subtree
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by f; if f is viewed as a redecoration rule, ft is the corresponding redecoration
function. Certain properties of redecoration follow from the comonad laws.

General inductive and coinductive (co)monads

5
5.1

General inductive and coinductive monads

When defining monads on the functors TH and I’TH we overlooked the fact that
their base bifunctor T” had something to do with monads already: the partial
applications TH(_, X) carry a monad structure, in fact, a monad structure uniform
in X. A fresh look at the definitions given above makes it clear that they work
exactly because of this circumstance. This directs us to the formulation of a general
procedure for producing monads from families of inductive and coinductive types.
Let us say that a bimonad on C is triple (M’, ii’, ‘) consisting of a endobifunctor
M’ on C and two natural transformations i’: Fst -4 M’ and ‘: M’- (M’, Snd) -4 M’
such that
M’(A,X)

M’(17’A,x dy’)

M’(u’

M!(MI(MI(A,X),X),X) ,id)M’(M’(A,X),X)
x
M’(M’(A,X),X)) 41
I’A,X

71M1(AX),X1

M’(M’(A,X),X)

A,X

11M1(A,X),X1

M’(A,X)

M’(M’(A,X),X)

A,x

M’(A,X)

To give an example, the bifunctor T” corresponding to a functor H is equipped
with a bimonad structure by setting ‘i,x = ‘A,HX, IL’A,x = [idTH(A,x),inrA,Hx}.
Now, given a bimonad (M’, ri’, p’), both the M’-based inductive functor 1
2M’ and
coinductive functor I’M’ extend into a monad. Pleasantly, the constructions are not
more complicated than those for the monads from tree and cotree types; on the
contrary, they rather explain these special cases.
To define the monad structure on /M’, write M for fM’ and a for IinM’ : M’•
(Id, M) -4 M. The unit 77: Id -4 M of the monad with M as the underlying
functor is defined via if explicitly by putting 7
7A = aA ° 7
?A,MA The multiplication
M• M -4 M is defined via ‘ by iteration: UA is determined as the unique h
such that
M’(MA,

M(MA)rMA

M’(MA, MA)
M’(a’ ,IdMA)

M’(M’(A, MA), MA)
MA

IhlA,MA

M’(A, MA)

M(MA)

h

MA

To specify the monad structure on I’M’, write M for I’M’ and a or ot
M’- (Id, M) -4 M. The unit 7): Id -4 M is, just as before, defined explicitly from 77’
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o
The multiplication i : M M —+ M is definable from
by setting iiA =
ri’, but only by primitive corecursion: A is the unique morphism h such that
M’(A, M(MA) +

M’(A, MA)

A,M(MA)+MA

M’(M’(A, M(MA) + MA), M(MA) + MA)
M’(M’(IdA ,rnrM(MA)

MA ),InIM(MA),MA)

M’(M’(A,MA),M(MA))
M’(’

M’(MA, M(MA))
M4

h

M(MA)

‘MA

In both cases, the defining characterization of ,u is equivalent to this more sym
metric characterization: iA is the unique morphism h: M(MA) -4 MA such that
M’(id

‘A MA

M’(M’(A,MA),M(MA)r

h)

M’(M’(A,MA),MA)

M’(MA, M(MA))

M’(A, MA)

aMA

h

M(MA)

MA

Checking the monad laws for M can be done for both cases at one go: it suffices
to rely on the defining explicit definition of e and the derived description of jt in
combination with the knowledge that M’ is a bimonad, M is a functor and o a
natural isomorphism.

5.2

General inductive and coinductive comonads

Not surprisingly, the above general construction of monads from inductive and coin
ductive types is readily dualizable into one delivering comonads. Say that a bi
comonad on C is a triple (N’, e’, 6’) consisting of an endobifunctor N’ on C together
with two natural transformations E’ : N’ -4 Fst and 6’ : N’ -4 N’ (N’, Snd) such
that
N’(’. •X ,Id)

N’(N’(A, X), X)
(5’A,xI

N’(A, X)

A,X

N’(S

N’(A, X)

N’(N’(A, X), X)

1’(AX),X
N’(N’(A, X), X)

dy)
x )\P(N’(N’(A,
X), X), X)

‘

AXt

N’(A, X)

N’(N’(A, X), X)

The bifunctor DH, corresponding to a functor H, for example, is extended into a
bicomonad (D”,E’,ö’) by putting E’
lA = fstA,Hx, S,x = (idDH(A,x),sndA,Hx).
1
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Given a bicomonad (N’, e’, 6’) on C, the inductive functor ftN’ and the coinduc
tive functor 1’N’ based on its underlying bifunctor N’ are both extendable into a
comonad.
To define the comonad structure on fiN’, write N for fiN’ and fi for ih : N -4
N’• (Id, N). The counit 6 : N -4 Id of the comonad is manufactured from e’ explicitly
by letting 6
A = 6
A,NA o,BA. The comultiplication 6 : N -4 N N is defined in terms
of 6’ using primitive recursion: 6
A is the unique morphism h such that
N(NA) x NA)

N’(A, NA)

A,N(NA) x NA

N’(N’(A, N(NA) x NA), N(NA) x NA)
N’(N’ (idA ,sndN(NA)

NA ),fStN(NA)NA)

N’(N’(A, NA), N(NA))
—I
‘SPA ,IUN(NA)

‘I

N’(NA, N(NA))
1f3N4

h

NA

N(NA)

To spell out the comonad structure on 1’N’, write N for z)N’ and ,8 for OtN’
N -4 N’• (Id,N). The counit e : N -4 Id for the comonad on N is defined via 6’
explicitly as before: 6
E,NAO /
A
A. The comultiplication 6N -4 N. N is produced
3
from 6’ by means of coiteration: 6
A is specified as the unique h such that
N’(NA, NA)
N’(’

N’(idNAh)N(NA

N(NA))

,IdNA)1

N’(N’(A, NA), NA)

6A,NAI

NA
3
/

N’(A, NA)
/3A

h

NA

N(NA)

In both cases, the defining characterization of 6 is equivalent to this more sym
metric charaterization: 6
A is the unique morphism h: NA —* N(NA) such that
N’(idN(A

N’(N’(A, NA), NA)

>‘

N

,h)

i’(N’(A, NA), N(NA))

ÔA,NA

N’(A, NA)

N’(NA, N(NA))

I1NA

13A1

NA

h

>N(NA)
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6

Conclusion and future work

We have shown that the fact that the types of trees and cotrees with variables give
rise to monads is but a special instance of a more general phenomenon and the same
holds about the types of decorated trees and cotrees yielding comonads. Written
down as programs, the constructions present an example of seriously generic pro
gramming. Potentially, they ought to be useful as building blocks in applications,
e.g., in the representation and manipulation of syntax or in the processing of hi
erarchical data along the lines of “explosive” programming as studied by Oliveira
[0li98]. This is envisaged as future work.
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A

Implementation in Haskell

The Haskell code below is an implementation the general construction of inductive
and coinductive (co)monads from bi(co)monads. Note that extensive useis made of
constructors of higher kinds, constructor classes and inheritance.
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—- Functors
{—
class Functor f where
fmap :: (a->b) ->fa-->fb

—}
--

Monads, comonads

class (Functor m) => Mon m where
unit :: a->ma
mult :: m (ma) -> ma
class (Functor n) => Comon n where
counit :: n a-> a
comult :: n a -> n (n a)

—— Bifunctors
class BiFunctor f where
bifmap :: (a —> b) —> (a’ —> b’) —> f a a’ —> f b b’
--

Bimonads, bicomonads

class (BiFunctor m) => BiMon m where
biunit
a -> m a a’
bimult :: m Cm a a’) a’ -> m a a’
class (BiFunctor n) => BiComon n where
bicounit :: n a a’ -> a
bicomult :: n a a’ -> n (n a a’) a

—- Pointwise mu, nu type constructors
data Mu f a = In (f a (Mu f a))
unln :: Mu f a -> f a (Mu f a)
unln (In x) = x
cata :: (BiFunctor f) => Cf a c —> c) —> Mu f a —> c
unln
cata phi = phi
bifmap id (cata phi)
.

.

para :: CBiFunctor f) => Cf a Cc, Mu f a) —> c) —> Mu f a —> c
unln
para phi = phi
bifmap id (both (para phi) id)
.

both :: Cc —> a) —> Cc —> a’) —> c —> (a, a’)
both g g’ x = (g x, g’ x)

60
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data Nu f a = UnOut (f a (Nu f a))
out :: Nu f a -> f a (Nu f a)
out (UnOut x) = x
ana :: (BiFunctor f) => (c —> f a c) —> c —> Nu f a
ana phi = UnOut
bifmap id (ana phi)
phi
.

apo :: (BiFunctor f) => Cc —> f a (Either c (Nu f a))) —> c —> Nu f a
apo phi = UnOut
bifmap id (either (apo phi) id)
phi
.

either :: (a —> c) —> (a’ —> c) —> Either a a’ —> c
either g g’ (Left x) = g x
either g g’ (Right x) = g’ x

—}
--

Pointwise mu, nu functors

instance (BiFunctor f) => Functor (Mu f) where
fmap g = cata (In
bifmap g id)
instance (BiFunctor f) > Functor (Nu f) where
fmap g = ana (bifmap g id
out)

--

Pointwise mu, nu monads

instance (BiMon m) => Mon (Mu m) where
unit = In
biunit
mult = cata (In
bimult
bifmap unln id)
.

.

instance (BiMon m) => Mon (Nu m) where
unit = UnOut
biimit
mult = apo (bimult
bifmap (bifmap id Right) Left
--

.

bifmap out id

.

out)

Pointwise mu, nu comonads

instance (BiComon n) => Comon (Mu n) where
counit = bicounit
unln
comult = para (In
bifmap In id
bifmap (bifmap id snd) fst
.

instance (BiComon n) => Comon (Nu n) where
counit = bicounit
out
comult = ana (bifmap UnOut id
bicomult
.

.

out)

bicomult)

